
Using magazines to boost campaign effectiveness



Magazines Uncovered is a series of three booklets produced in response to advertising industry
calls for better information to plan more effective campaigns

shows how magazines can be used to contribute to a variety of sales-related campaign objectives

explains how media planning targets can be optimised through the use of magazines

describes how magazines can boost campaign effectiveness
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IN BRIEF

describes how

BRANDS MUST ENGAGE WITH THEIR CUSTOMERS IN ORDER TO SUCCEED
In a changing media environment it is not enough just to grab consumers' attention. Consumers are gaining more
control of their exposure to advertising and will ignore the unsolicited and irrelevant

MAGAZINES ARE PARTICULARLY SUITED TO ENGAGEMENT
Consumers approach media with different expectations and in different frames of mind. Because of the way they are
purchased and used, the relationship between magazine and reader means that magazines share the characteristics
of a close friend. These attributes are becoming increasingly important for successful communication

BRANDS CAN CAPITALISE ON MAGAZINES' POWER OF COMMUNICATION
Fitting the medium to the message denies advertisers access to huge audiences: successful brands will find
ways of fitting the brand messages to the attitudes, values and interests of audiences that have been aggregated
by magazines

READERS SEE MAGAZINE ADVERTISING
AS A FUNDAMENTAL PART OF THEIR
MEDIA CONSUMPTION
The nature of the reading experience and the control that consumers
have on their exposure to advertising means that there are no issues
with clutter, proximity or competitive activity in the same issue of a
magazine - unlike other types of media consumption

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION MEANS
MAGAZINES DELIVER RESULTS
The ability of magazines to work on their own - or with other media -
is well researched. The magnitude of the improvement in
communication is hard to over-emphasise and underlines the
fundamental power of magazine communication. The resultant boost
in awareness and sales effects should leave advertisers confident
that their money is well spent in magazines
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INTRODUCTION
What's all this about?
This booklet explores the changing nature of  communication as consumers react to increasingly busy lives
- and the continuing role for magazines in these lives. It examines the view consumers have of advertising
in magazines, how it works and what evidence there is of effective communication.

It comprises the third element of Magazines Uncovered, the series of publications designed to help media planners get more out of
magazine advertising.

Who's it for?
Like the previous booklets in the series, Communication Uncovered is designed principally for advertisers
and their planning agencies - though all those involved in buying and selling advertisement space will
find it useful.

What exactly does it uncover?
Communication Uncovered takes up where Sales Uncovered and Planning Uncovered leave off - showing how
magazines' particular ability to communicate with consumers can be exploited by advertisers' brands and
can boost performance.

It is divided into three main sections:

The first, Engaging consumers, focuses on the task, in today's prolific media environment, for brands to engage with customers –
and the role magazines can play in this.

The second, Putting magazines to work, explores how and why advertising in magazines is a particularly effective means of
brand communication.

The third and final section, Communication that delivers, demonstrates how this effective communication brings results,
boosting brand awareness and sales.

Where appropriate, points are illustrated with examples taken from some of the brands featured in the Sales Uncovered research study.
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ENGAGING CONSUMERS 
No time for ads
The nature of communication is changing as consumers react to increasing pressure. A recent study by the Henley Centre found that most people
now feel that there is not enough time to get things done, particularly if you are female and even more so if you are in full time employment.

This is being driven by increasingly long working hours: 16 per cent of the work force is working 60 or more hours each week - a 30 per cent
increase from just four years previously.

Not surprising then that things get a little out of balance. When asked which they would prefer, twice as many employees said they would
rather work shorter hours than enjoy the benefits of a lottery win!  

Alongside these factors, the marketing process is made more complex by the explosion in media choice over the last ten years or so. More
TV stations, more magazines, more radio, the arrival of the internet - all this additional media content must be fitted into the same 24-hour
period as before. The consequence is that time with media, time in front of advertising messages, is being squeezed.

In Planning For Consumer Change, published in 2004, the Henley Centre estimated consumers receive around 1600 commercial messages
each day, that 10bn spam mails are sent in a single day - and, as a consequence, people are beginning to find this constant bombardment
annoying. 35 per cent of the population now feel that 'nearly all TV advertising annoys me' - a 25 per cent increase in just three years.

This is having an effect on the consumer response to advertising. As Jim Stengel of P&G puts it - "Consumers show an interesting lack of
tolerance for marketing that is irrelevant to their lives, or that is completely unsolicited. Traditional marketing methods are diluted by a hurried
lifestyle, overwhelmed by technology, and often deliberately ignored”.

And when we get an opportunity to avoid this irrelevant, unsolicited marketing, we don't just ignore it we go out of our way to avoid it!
Knowledge Networks in the USA now estimates that 50 per cent of all prime-time TV viewers channel-surf during commercial breaks to avoid
the content.

It's even more pronounced when the consumer has control over the content. Forrester Research, again in the USA, tells us that 80 per cent
of ads are edited out during time-shift viewing with personal video recorders or their equivalent. 

The situation in the UK is no different. Sky TV admits that up to 75 per cent of Sky+ viewers never watch any advertising when viewing time-
shifted content.

And Accenture takes the warning one stage further. Not only do consumers edit out advertising, but the number of them with the capability
of doing so is set to increase rapidly: by 2009 50 per cent of US homes are expected  to view TV through time-shift.

In a changing media environment it is not enough just to grab consumers' attention.
Consumers are gaining more control of their exposure to advertising and will ignore the
unsolicited and irrelevant. In order to succeed brands must engage with their customers

Communication under pressure
‘I never have enough time to get things done’
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USING MAGAZINES' POWER TO COMMUNICATE

Don't just grab… …engage
As a consequence, marketers have begun to change the way that they think about reaching the consumer. As the Chartered Institute of
Marketing puts it - "We need to enter the age of consent across the media spectrum. This will involve a shift from a model of intrusion to one
of communicating and building relationships through collaboration...”

This theme of intrusion being replaced by relationship building is central to the theme of this publication. No longer is it enough just to grab
someone's attention, advertising must seek to engage consumers with the brand -  not just place messages in front of them. 

So what impact does the changing shape of effective communication have on the magazine medium? What role might magazines play in the
new 'communication by consent'?

The Henley Centre has been at the forefront of investigating the new dynamics of marketing through engagement. It points out that trust and
confidence in a brand are the key to successfully engaging the consumer. These attributes have been transformed over recent history.
No longer are the institutions, governments and corporate bodies of THE world accepted by the consumer as a reliable source of advice and
information. Instead we tend to trust the people we know, the community we live in, our family, friends and colleagues. It is the view we have
of OUR shared world and, in particular, of MY world, which forms our opinions, values and attitudes. This is particularly true of purchasing.
More than 70 per cent of people say they choose a product or service because friends and family have recommended it. A number of fmcg
companies recognise that word-of-mouth can be the most significant factor in as much as 60 per cent of new product purchases.

Magazines have a unique advantage in this type of community, Henley says: magazines dovetail well with the concept of 'MY world', because
they enjoy many of the same characteristics as a close friend:

They are triggers for conversations between friends - and are crucial to people in generating points of view.

People look to their magazine as a trusted agent - which is critical to effective advertising as trust is a principal driver for
brand development.

Millward Brown has held its own investigation into the impact that this thinking has on our view of the contribution different media can make
to effective communication.

It concludes that reach and frequency of media may not be everything. Media is more than placing the ad in front of the audience. Media also
have personality and tone.  In everyday human interaction, the same message from different people is not treated the same, but coloured by
interpretations of their reliability, honesty, style and manner of expressing themselves. Henley would say that media from MY world have more
of these qualities than others.

Millward Brown appears to agree. It believes that there is a fundamental inequality in media - advertising won't receive the same response
from every medium: the response will be affected by the different feelings that consumers have with each medium and their frame of mind
when they see the ad. 
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All media were not created equal. Consumers approach media with different expectations
and in different frames of mind. Magazines are particularly suited to engagement because of

the way they are purchased and used

Source: Henley Centre 2004
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ENGAGING CONSUMERS
Delivering trust...
Given the need, then, to ensure that advertising is considered relevant, tailored and interesting to the consumer, a reasonable starting point
would be to uncover the media which consumers EXPECT to contain this type of content. NFO Group’s research for PPA asked consumers
which medium they expected to be most closely tailored to their individual needs, and, unsurprisingly, magazines were felt to be the most likely.

When asked which medium would contain the information they are most interested in, again the consumer expectation is that magazines are
more likely to provide this than other media. The reason that this is unsurprising is because of the way people choose and use their magazines
-  and the relationship which results. 

There are some key dynamics to magazine use that explain why the medium is so good at generating such a strong relationship
with its readers. 

Firstly, magazines are consumed on a one-to-one basis. You don't see large groups of people crowding round a single issue: instead readers
make time for their consumption in a more intimate situation. Secondly, there is the choice facing the consumer. Currently more than 3,300
consumer magazines are published in the UK (Source: BRAD) covering all aspects of human endeavour. The way consumers become readers
is by choosing which aspects most interest them, and which magazine reflects most closely their interests and values. Again Henley Centre's
view of MY world is the key here. Having selected the perfect magazine for the needs in question, the consumer then has to pay for the
privilege of reading. 

Finally, magazines cannot be consumed passively. The mental act of reading necessitates that attention is being paid to the content. 

There are some key dynamics to magazine use that explain why the medium is so
good at generating such a strong relationship with its readers

Media and personal relevance
“This medium is usually tailored to my needs.”

Magazines Newspapers Supplements Comm. TV Comm. Radio Web

“This medium contains the information that I am most interested in.”

Magazines Newspapers Supplements Comm. TV Comm. Radio Web

“Absorbing Media”2002: PPA/NFO WorldGroup
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“the targeted nature of magazines
typically results in a close relationship
between the magazine and the
reader and inspires a high degree
of active reader involvement.”
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USING MAGAZINES' POWER TO COMMUNICATE

…as a friend and advocate
So, a medium that is intimate, reflects the consumer's interests, is paid for and requires an active consumption engenders a relationship with
its reader. Not all that surprising really.

This intimacy is reflected in the attitudes consumers have to the consumption of the medium.  NFO called this the “magazine moment”
observing that readers view it as “treasured, a break from work, a totally different activity which transported the readers from their everyday
situation.”

NFO also concluded that it was generally an intensely personal moment. The reader was utterly absorbed in the magazine. Demands on the
individual’s  time could be forgotten for a while. The reading occasion itself often took place in relaxed places. The magazine could be
sufficient to create a private 'bubble' which protected the reader from intrusion.

So here is media consumption which, to some extent, is used to avoid intrusion, not one that is characterised by intrusion!

Women with children in particular appreciated the fact that their relationship with magazines was like an unconditional friendship. The
magazine would always be there when they had a moment, to talk to them for as long as they could spare.
They treasured buying them, taking them home to read as a treat. The satisfaction obtained was analogous to eating a favourite food.

Magazines are consumed and absorbed in an order and at a pace which suits the individual. Respondents remarked how magazines can be
taken where and when the reader wishes, are easy to pick up and put down, and are available when there's time for reading. NFO commented
that the real meaning of this portability of magazines “was that the magazine really can be a friend, always to hand but never demanding, just
like a good friend should be”.

As a consequence, this good friend follows us into our personal space. In a study of media usage, the Henley Centre created a map of the
zones within a household where you tend to find different media. Here we are concentrating on the ground floor: 

Henley's point is that media found in the more personal zones of the household are much more likely to provide advertisers access to the
kind of mindset required to establish some form of engagement than those media consumed in the more public areas. 

Henley discovered that while radio was present in many areas, print media, especially magazines, were present all over the home. From the
cloakroom to the hallway to the study, magazines seemed to pervade every aspect of the consumer's life - even to the point where many of
the female respondents to the research kept a special folder full of magazine content which formed their 'treasure trove' of knowledge.
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The consequent relationship between magazine and reader means that magazines share
the characteristics of a close friend. These attributes are becoming increasingly

important for successful communication
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Embedding brands with readers' values
The magazine-reader relationship has considerable significance for advertising. 

The reader approaches the magazine in a frame of mind geared to absorbing that particular magazine's personality and opinion. They expect
relevance and consonance between the character of an advertisement and the magazine.

So, when an advertisement in a magazine resonates with the character of that magazine's personality, it is capable of achieving a synergy
with the rest of the content.

The challenge for advertisers is to fit their brand to the values, attitudes and interests of the community in question. Often we appear to have
this back-to-front. People talk about 'fitting the medium to the message' - 'placing ads only in those magazines which reflect a particular
message or attribute of the brand'. Not only does this limit the reach of the campaign, but it seems to be the wrong way round. 

Here's an example: Madonna has used magazines as her lead medium for creating a multi-faceted brand. She appears in Vogue as part of
the fashionista, in Good Housekeeping as a mum, in Newsweek as an iconic businesswoman, in Esquire as a sex goddess, in Rolling Stone
as the archetypical American musician and so on. Whilst Madonna is not a brand in the sense of planning and buying advertising, editors
know that having her on their cover inevitably boosts copy sales. She is therefore very much in a position to determine which titles she will
appear in and which particular image she will present. The point is that she understands the communities she wants to appeal to. She finds
an angle for her 'brand' and delivers it through a medium that she knows will reach an audience that appreciates these brand attributes. 

An advertiser quoted by Reader's Digest was spot-on when he said;

“The editorial-reader relationship is a one-to-one conversation – and, in time, it creates a bond of trust, of belief, expectation and empathy.
It is through the quality of this relationship that an aperture or opening to the reader's mind and heart is created, through which we advertisers
can establish communication.”

In short, magazines deliver advertisers the opportunity to embed their brands within the values of their readers. 

Fitting the brand to the community

Fitting the medium to the message denies advertisers access to huge audiences.
Successful brands will find ways of fitting the brand messages to the attitudes,

values and interests of audiences which have been aggregated by magazines

PUTTING MAGAZINES TO WORK



Matching expectations
So what do readers make of the advertising in magazines?

Consumers expect magazine advertising to be relevant to them. This is obviously linked to the way in which consumers select their magazine.
With so many to choose from, the magazine is likely to reflect the consumer’s values, attitudes or interests. If the advertising does this as
well, then consumers will feel directly targeted.

Magazine advertising also scores very well when consumers consider guides to buying. This is because these are at the heart of why
consumers buy magazines and why editors create content which helps them in this process. Advertising in magazines is considered an
essential part of the media experience and is expected to be of real value.

This expectation has been made very clear by recent research in the US by Starcom. Following the results, Renatta McCann concluded that;

“In a media environment increasingly characterised by interruption, magazines remain an oasis of engagement”.

What prompted this conclusion? Very simply, Starcom asked readers of women's magazines to pull 10 pages from their favourite magazine.
These 10 pages were meant to symbolise the very essence of the magazine in the view of the reader.

30 per cent of the pages pulled were advertisements! If you consider a £3 magazine, then the consumer is paying £1 for the privilege of
seeing the advertising. It is inconceivable that this could happen in any other medium. Give a TV viewer the control and they avoid
advertisements. The exact opposite is true in magazines.

The fundamental differences between advertising in magazines and other media have recently been underlined by new research from
Medialogue in Belgium. The highly detailed Stopwatch study investigated 2,869 individual creative treatments in magazines, each with at least
100 consumers. In total 288,000 individual communication assessments were collected over a nine year period. 

Many different aspects of creativity were investigated, but the three main measures were the recognition, attribution, and the effective scores.

After the introduction and a few socio-demographic questions, the interviewer first showed each respondent a copy in which any mention of
the brand and/or the product name in the advertisements had been blacked out. Every reader was shown a maximum of 20 advertisements
and asked which he or she had seen. This yielded the recognition score.

All the interviewees were then asked what brand or product the message was advertising. Both a correct brand name and a correct product
name were required for a correct answer. This yielded the score for attribution. 

The combination of these two questions (ie. having seen the ad and knowing the brand) yielded the effective score.

The findings smash some media myths and demonstrate the very real difference between advertising in magazines and other media.
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Magazine advertising works differently. Readers see it as a fundamental part of their
media consumption

USING MAGAZINES FOR EFFECTIVE BRAND COMMUNICATION 

Sheba
Campaign spend dominated by direct marketing - 17 per cent in magazines
Creative, glamorous, stylish, sensual
Creative message closely matched to editorial environment
Relevant positioning
High level of creative synergy across media types used
Good sales uplift recorded in Sales Uncovered research (Source: TNS/PPA 2005)
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PUTTING MAGAZINES TO WORK
Saying goodbye to clutter…
The issue of advertising clutter in media has long been debated. Magazine publishers have claimed that the control of exposure enjoyed by
magazine readers makes clutter an insignificant factor in magazine advertising. Finally - thanks to Medialogue's Stopwatch - there is  research
which seems to prove exactly this point.

Stopwatch found that the recognition, attribution and effective scores do show significant differences dependent on the advertising-editorial
split. However, these run counter to any clutter hypothesis: the greater the proportion of advertisements, the higher the effective score, mainly
on account of a better attribution. 

It is important to note that the magazines with the higher ad-ed ratios were monthly women's magazines. Obviously these magazines can
take a relatively large dose of advertising without any negative effect.

It is normal practice in audio-visual media to ensure that there is never more than one advertiser from each sector in each block of advertising
because interference from a competitor can strongly affect the impact of the ad. 

According to Medialogue's Stopwatch research, this just isn't the case in magazines. Both recognition and attribution stay at the same level,
no matter how many, or how few, competitors advertise in the same issue. 

A remarkable finding is that, with more than nine competitors, the recognition scores go up. This effect at the high competitive end of the
scale is almost completely due to the special fashion and perfume issues of women's magazines. In that context, advertisements from the
sector are considered an essential ingredient and are actively processed by readers.

The control of exposure enjoyed by magazine readers makes clutter an 
insignificant factor

Magazine advertising works differently: 1
There is no such thing as clutter in magazines
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Magazine advertising works differently: 2
The number of competitors has no impact on success

Source: Stopwatch, Medialogue-Sanoma Magazines 2005
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Sacla Pasta Sauce
100 per cent magazine campaign
Bold, colourful ads
Simple creative message: taste and authenticity
Use of barn-door and DPS sizes
Effective targeting
Good sales increase measured in Sales Uncovered research (Source: TNS/PPA 2005)



USING MAGAZINES FOR EFFECTIVE BRAND COMMUNICATION 

…and competition
The impact of audio-visual advertising is under pressure not just from the increasing fragmentation of audiences, but also from the increasing
volume of advertising. 

In radio and television advertising, the transient nature of the medium makes both the length of the commercial break and the number of
different advertisers within it important factors which contribute to the impact of an individual commercial.

Magazine publishers have argued that this kind of negative context does not affect advertising in magazines. Both the order in which
advertisements are read and the degree of attention they are given are entirely up to the individual reader who can focus on whatever they
like, whenever they like and for as long as they like. 

For this reason, it would be natural to expect that the immediate proximity of another ad in the magazine won't affect an ad's impact.
Stopwatch compared advertisements without competition with advertisements which have to compete with another on the same page, the
preceding page or the next page in the issue. There was no measurable difference between the two on any aspect of the communication effect.

But it does seem to make sense to put an advertisement for food next to an article on cooking. In the Stopwatch database, 18 per cent of all
tested advertisements were inserted alongside, just in front or just behind editorial on a related topic -  and the editorial context had a strong
effect on both the recognition and overall effectiveness of the advertising. 
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The nature of the reading experience and the control that consumers have on their
exposure to advertising means that there are no issues with clutter, proximity or

competitive activity in the same issue. This is unlike any other media consumption

Magazine advertising works differently: 3
Proximity of other advertising makes no difference
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Magazine advertising works differently: 4
Editorial context matters
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Daz Tablets
TV-dominated campaign - 17 per cent in magazines
Soap opera style creative approach
Schedule biased to weeklies
High degree of synergy with TV creative
Appropriate targeting with creative matched to editorial profile
Above-average sales uplift measured in Sales Uncovered research (Source: TNS/PPA 2005)
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COMMUNICATION THAT DELIVERS
Raising awareness
What about the results? Does magazine communication lead to measurable increases in awareness and sales?

The seminal piece of research into magazine advertising awareness remains Millward Brown's Adtrack research done for IPC Media in the
mid-1990s. Among other things, Adtrack sought to establish the ability of magazine advertising to generate advertising awareness and then
to compare this with that of TV. 

Having analysed 12 months data across 20 brands, Millward Brown concluded that magazines generate around 13 per cent advertising
awareness for every 100 ratings deployed - and that this figure is exactly the same for television! 

Now, this may seem a little incongruous - how do magazines manage to compete with the sight, sound and motion of TV? Well, one theory
is that when 100 ratings are purchased on TV, 100 ratings are delivered. In contrast, when 100 ratings are bought in magazines,
the consumers reached will actually read the advertising more than once. The average page of the average magazine is read by the average
reader 2.5 times. So 100 paid-for ratings in magazines will, in fact, deliver around 250 actual ratings. Millward Brown's conclusion sits much
more comfortably when this repeat exposure is taken into account.

Similar research was carried out in the US in 2001: the Americans used a sample of 113 brands for their two year survey.
Their findings were broadly similar, although expressed in a different manner. Magazines were discovered to generate advertising awareness
three times more cost-efficiently than TV. This was due to the relative cost of ratings in the two media and the comparatively similar effect
these ratings have on ad awareness.

These findings have been supported more recently with impressive econometric research - also from the United States….

The ability of this type of communication to work on its own or with
other media is well researched
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Magazines were discovered to
generate ad awareness 3 times
more cost–efficiently than television.

Source: Millward Brown USA 2001

Sunsilk
High spending campaign - 21 per cent in magazines
Large number of insertions with multiple creative executions
DPS, three and four page ads encourage reader engagement
Strong visual message and theme
Same creative used in magazines and outdoor
Magazine message consistent with TV, but different creative execution
High levels of reach/frequency
Significant sales uplift measured in Sales Uncovered research (Source: TNS/PPA 2005)

 



USING MAGAZINES TO GET RESULTS

Taking a mixed-media approach
MMA (Media Marketing Assessment) produced a study that sought to measure the cost-effectiveness of different media channels in
generating sales. It established a huge database of 186 brands with seven years worth of media, marketing and sales data to analyse.

During analysis, MMA decided to skin the data in a number of different ways to see if any further insights could be gained. One of these
insights provides a most persuasive piece of evidence for mixed-media communication. MMA took its total sample of 186 brands and split
the seven years worth of campaigns into three equal groups - those campaigns where TV and magazines ran completely separately from each
other, those campaigns where TV and magazines ran closest together and the third, in between. It then compared the sales effectiveness of
each medium. Concentrating on the relative performance of each medium, depending on the overlap between them, the results are startling:

When TV runs on its own it has an effectiveness index of 0.4: when it runs with magazines that effectiveness score shoots up to 1.1. In other
words, TV works almost three times harder to sell a brand when it runs alongside magazines.

When magazines run on their own they have an effectiveness index of 0.6: when they run with TV that improves by 250 per cent to 1.5.

There is no conceivable way in which audience delivery can account for this shift. Audience delivery would have no reason to be so time-
sensitive in this way. It must be that this advantage is down to communication. When TV and magazines reach consumers within memory of
each other they are nearly three times more effective in generating sales. The magnitude of this improvement in communication is hard to
over-emphasise and stresses again the fundamental power of magazine communication.

So why does this happen? Well, in short, we don't know: but there is something that might begin to explain why print and TV work so well
together. Dr. Roger Sperry won the Nobel Prize for his work in treating short-term memory-loss among sufferers of Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's diseases. He used multiple stimuli to 'jog' the short-term memory among his patients and, in observing the success of different
combinations of stimuli, calculated that the brain must be divided into various sections with different functions. This led him to hypothesise
that the brain is split into two hemispheres as shown below. The left side of the brain tends to interpret those stimuli that use language, text
and abstract ideas, while the right tends to be more focused on movement, spatial awareness and intuition. 

Dr. Sperry discovered that still images tended to be interpreted by the left side of the brain and moving images the right. Most importantly,
he concluded that the most effective stimulus to short term memory was a combination of both still and moving imagery. It should be
stressed that he did not conclude that magazines and TV work well together, but the implication of his work is very interesting. Perhaps here
is the reason that the communication advantages measured for magazines-with-TV are so profound. 
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The magnitude of the improvement in communication is hard to over-emphasise - and
stresses again the fundamental power of magazine communication

Effectiveness and mixed-media communication: 1

Index of Media Effectiveness

Both media performed most effectively
when used with the highest level of overlap.
Communication drives this result.
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Effectiveness and mixed-media communication: 2
Roger Sperry, the Nobel Prize laureate, introduced the concept of the two

hemispheres of the brain, with their very specific functions:
The best communication stimulates both sides of the brain.
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Boosting sales
These findings have been echoed in much other research. In Germany, a single-source panel has yielded further evidence about the virtues
of magazine communication. 

Bauer Publishing has been responsible for a number of tests using the GfK Hassloch BehaviourScan panel. The panel consists of 3,000
households in the town of Hassloch whose purchases in a range of product fields are recorded using scanner technology in local stores.
Panel members receive television through a cable system, which means that the commercials shown to each household can be controlled.
They also receive two weekly magazines as an incentive, and the advertisements carried in these can be varied too.

For the launch of a personal care product two media strategies with equal expenditures were tested: some households received 100 per cent
television and others received advertising split 68 per cent television and 32 per cent magazines. 

After the campaign had run for one year the mixed-media strategy had outsold the TV-only strategy by 16 per cent. Most of the increase was
due to increased weight of purchasing, rather than the greater penetration of the market - and this in turn was attributed to a more powerful
communication of the advertiser's message.

After the campaign had run for one year the mixed-media strategy had outsold the TV-
only strategy by 16 per cent

Sales and mixed-media communication
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The mixed-media approach outsold the
TV-only strategy by 16%.

Most of the increase was due to
weight of purchasing rather than
greater market penetration.

This was attributed to more powerful
communication of the advertiser’s message.

Source: Bauer Publishing/GfK

COMMUNICATION THAT DELIVERS

Bertolli Pasta Sauce
100 per cent  magazines/newspapers
High impact, simple creative message:-

authentic Italian taste 
product shown in close-up

Effective targeting
Relevant positioning
Particularly high sales uplift measured in Sales Uncovered research (Source: TNS/PPA 2005)



Delivering results
Very recently, new insight into the effectiveness of magazines has been published by PPA following a TNS investigation into magazine sales
effects. Called Sales Uncovered, for each of 20 brands it divided consumers into two groups - those exposed to magazine advertising and
those who were not.

It then compared the purchasing behaviour of these two groups before and after the magazine campaign. Among those not exposed to the
magazine advertising, sales went up by an average of 10 per cent.  These extra sales are due to other marketing activity that ran alongside
the magazine campaign.

Among those who saw the magazine campaign, sales rose by an impressive 21.6 per cent. In other words, magazines increased sales by an
additional 11.6 per cent over and above any other activity. 

Though sales in sterling is arguably the most sensible criterion of success, examination of other measures tells a similar story: magazines
can increase market share, attract new customers by increasing penetration and can persuade existing brand users to buy more - that's the
average weekly purchase measure.  In the table below, the far right column shows that the increases amongst the exposed group across all
measures is roughly twice that of the non-exposed. So no matter what the sales strategy of a particular brand, magazine advertising can
communicate effectively.
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The relative magnitude of the awareness and sales effects of magazines should leave
advertisers confident that their money is well spent in this medium

Magazine advertising and sales growth: 1
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Source: PPA/TNS Sales Uncovered 2005

Magazine advertising and sales growth: 2

Source: PPA/TNS Sales Uncovered 2005

 Percentage increase in sales
Non-exposed Exposed Difference Index

Sales (£) 10.0% 21.6% +11.6% 216
Market Share (£) 8.8% 15.5% +6.7% 176
Sales Volume 11.2% 29.3% +18.1% 262
Market Share (vol) 8.8% 17.4% +8.6% 198
Penetration 7.0% 15.5% +8.5% 221
Ave Weekly 2.1% 3.7% +1.6% 176
Purchase

USING MAGAZINES TO GET RESULTS

Anchor Cheese
100 per cent magazine campaign
'Celebrity-shot' style creative approach
Creative message matched to editorial environment of selected titles
High level of relevant positioning
Good sales uplift measured by Sales Uncovered research (Source: TNS/PPA 2005)
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If you are interested in the information contained within this booklet and would like to discuss how magazines might work for your own
brands or business, PPA would be delighted to provide the support you might require. If you would like PPA to discuss this with your agency,
this can also be arranged.

From PPA
There's a good deal of other material available from PPA to demonstrate how magazines can help facilitate
effective communication and assist in the delivery of effective campaigns.

A useful first-port-of-call is How Magazine Advertising Works which signposts research-based data covering all aspects of magazine
advertising. 

Now in its fifth edition (May 2005), the publication presents a summary of research evidence which describes how readers use their
magazines, how advertisers benefit from this, how magazines sell products when used as the sole medium, how they work in combination
with other media, and their effectiveness as part of multi-channel campaigns.
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THERE ARE MANY OTHER MAGAZINE RESEARCH STUDIES AND CASE STUDIES AVAILABLE AT 
WWW.PPAMARKETING.NET

FINDING OUT MORE

Getting in touch…
Further information on research into the magazine industry can be found at www.ppamarketing.net 

If, as a client or agency, you would like Magazines Uncovered presented to you, please call
Philip Cutts or Dylan Griffiths at PPA Marketing on 020 7404 4166.

The How Magazine Advertising Works 5 report can be downloaded from the PPA Marketing website
and is fully searchable to find out what research is available. 
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